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At 1.96 lakh cases, daily new cases falls below 2 lakh
mark after 40 days
12.82 Lakh Vaccination Doses administered for 18-44 age group in last 24 hours
PIB
New Delhi, May 25:
In encouraging signs to
India’s fight against COVID19 pandemic, the Daily New
Cases have fallen below 2 Lakh
to a level seen 40 days before
(Daily new cases were 1,84,372
on 14th April 2021). 1,96,427
Daily New Cases were registered in the last 24 hours.
Cumulatively, the Active
Caseload has also now reduced to 25,86,782. Active
Cases have decreased since its
last peak on 10th May 2021. A
net decline of 1,33,934 is witnessed in the last 24 hours. It
now comprises 9.60% of the
country’s total Positive Cases.
India’s Daily Recoveries
continue to outnumber the
Daily New Cases for the 12th
consecutive day. 3,26,850 recoveries were registered in the
last 24 hours.
India’s cumulative recoveries have reached 2,40,54,861
today. The National Recovery
Rate has grown further to
touch 89.26%.
A total of 20,58,112 tests
were conducted in the last 24
hours in the country and cumulatively 33,25,94,176 tests have

been done so far. The Daily Positivity rate has reduced and now
stands at 9.54% today.
A total of 19,85,38,999 vaccine doses have been administered through 28,41,151 sessions, as per the provisional
report till 7 am today. These

include 97,79,304 HCWs who
have taken the 1st dose and
67,18,723 HCWs who have
taken the 2nd dose,
1,50,79,964 FLWs (1st dose),
83,55,982 FLWs (2nd dose),
1,19,11,759 beneficiaries under
18-44 age group (1st dose),

6,15,48,484 (1st dose) and
99,15,278 (2nd dose) beneficiaries aged 45 to 60 years.
5,69,15,863 1stdose beneficiaries and 1,83,13,642 2nd dose
beneficiaries of more than 60
years old.
12.82 Lakh Vaccination

Doses were administered for
18-44 age group in last 24
hours. This is the highest
since 1st May, 2021 when the
Liberalised Pricing & Accelerated National COVID-19 Vaccination Strategy was implemented.

CorCom pay revolutionary tribute to 3
departed leaders of PREPAK
IT News
Imphal, May 25:
Conglomerate of rebel
group operating in the region
– CorCom paid revolutionary
tributes to the three leaders of
PREPAK , who were succumbed to a tragic road accident on the evening of May 23.
Acting Chairman of the
People’s Revolutionary Party
of Kangleipak (PREPAK) ,
Khumujam Ratan @ Shathy @
Hera @ Awangba Meetei (age
about 58) , a resident of
Singjamei Chingamakha
Sorokaibam
Leikai,
Mayengbam Joychand @ Joy
Luwang @ Chamba @ Micheal,
a resident of Singjamei Mayeng

Leikai and GSO, RK
Ramananda @ Basan @ Rozer,
a resident of Sagolband Bijoy
Govinda died in atragic road
accident at around 5 pm of
Sunday after the vehicle that
were driving falls in dead steep
road in the dense forest , the
statement of the Publicity
Committee CorCom said.
PREPAK is a member group of
the CorCom. And late
Khumujam Ratan @ Shathy @
Hera @ Awangba Meetei was
a permanent member of the
CorCoM. He served as the
Convenor of the Publicity of
CorCom from 2017 till 2018.
And later hold the post of
Treasurer of the CorCom till he
breath his last on Sunday.

Late Michael Luwang
served as the organization secretary of the PREPAK and also
hold the post f Convenor of
Home Committee after becoming the member of the
CorCom’s Sub Committee till he
breath his last. Both the leaders of the Armed group have
played vital role in marching
the movement of the CorCom,
the statement said.
In a statement by the
PREPAK Publicity and Propaganda department signed by
Achouba , Chairman Shathy
joined the armed outfit in
March 1982. He served as the
Valley Commander of the
PREPAk since 1991 and in 2011
he served as the General Sec-

retary of PREPAK and later
became the permanent member
of the CorCom.
Late Michael Luwang
joined the outfit in July 1994
and served as Finance Coordinator -1 from 2004 to 2011. From
June 2011 he hold the post of
Organisation Secretary and
became the permanent member
of the CorCom and became the
Convenor of the Home Committee , a sub-committee of
CorCom.
Late RK Rozer joined the
outfit in July 1996 , he was the
Finance Co-ordinator of Imphal
West of the outfit from 2004 till
2011. Since 2014 he served as
GSO till he breath his last on
Sunday.

ZUF claims attack on NSCN-U; says 2 cadres eliminated
IT News
Imphal, May 25:
Armed rebel group
Zeliangrong United Front
(ZUF) has claimed eliminating
two cadres of of what the organization called ‘gangster
group of Raitu–Kamson.
The statement signed by
KD. Gangmei, Information &
Publicity Secretary, ZUF, said
that In an encounter with the
NSCN-U led by Raitu-Kamson
group at Longmai (Noney)-5
(Samkaijang) at 6:30 PM at the
vicinity of Assam Rifles, on 24th
May 2021, Late. Sumgailung
Gonmei s/o Samroi Gonmei of

Namdailong Village, Cachar
Assam & Late. Keineliang, s/o
Huhiampou of Ramlalong,
Tamenglong were shot dead at
the spot and more casualties
could be ascertained.
“After ample warning
given and the gangster group
being denounced by the general public and CSOs, no further option could be considered other than to wipe them
out from the society”, the
statement said.
The statement added that
he ZUF has set its mission to
clean and clear of all anti-social elements in all Zeliangrong
inhabited areas. The ZUF hav-

ing credible account of holding the political process and
correspondences with the GOI
and with the people for collective and final settlement of
the long drawn Zeliangrong
political issues shall closely
watch and work with and in
the interest and aspiration of
the Zeliangrong people.
The ZUF cautioned and
informed to all concerned Indian Military and CSOs to stay
free and clean from any corrupt linkages with the socially
denounced group in whichever and whatever form or
manner.
The rebel group urged and

appealed the public and concerned organisations to understand the actual and current political circumstance prevailing wherein our people are
facing critical and momentous
changes to which we are coping and dealing. It is time for
our people to realize and understand together the ultimate
way out and conclusive settlement of our long suffering political struggle by uniting our
people forces with greater
hope and stronger determination focussing our common
vision clearly set before us.
Having aware of our rights
to self determination and lo-

gistic approach initiated with
the vision to realize the dreams
of our Freedom fighters and
visionary leaders for a secure
Zeliangrong Homeland/Statehood, the ZUF shall continue
to proceed with greater zeal
and determination, keeping
the interest and aspiration of
the Zeliangrong and kindred
tribes till the fulfilment of our
common goal. Therefore, it is
the moral and social obligation of every concern citizen
to co-operate, support and
contribute our best initiation
towards realizing and finding
our common political settlement at the earliest.

MU organises Fit India Campaign during Covid Pandemic
IT News
Imphal, May 25:
As a part of Fit India
Movement, the Fit India Campaign Committee and Fit India
Club, Manipur University
have been conducting various
activities with local cable TV
as media partner. As a part of
it, Virtual Series of National
Talks has been initiated during this Covid-19 Second
Wave Pandemic. As the first
Virtual National Talks, today a
lecture has been given by Dr.
Rupam
Choudhury,
Diabetologist & Metabolic
Physician, Apollo Clinic,
Guwahati, Assam on the topic
“Diabetes – Its Complications
& Management during Pandemic”. The first Virtual Series of National Talk has been
conducted with Dr. Laishram
Santosh Singh, Assistant Professor, Department of Physical Education and Sports Sciences as Convenor, Prof. N.

Mohilal Meitei, Head, Department of Zoology, M.U. as
Moderator and Ms. T.
Deepamanjuri Devi, Assistant
Professor, Department of Sociology, M.U. as Co-Moderator.
Dr. L. Santosh Singh,
convenor, FICC and FIC, MU,
Canchipur welcomed all the
panellists, resource person
and participants from
Manipur and other states like
Assam, Mizoram, Arunachal
Pradesh,
Nagaland,
Maharashtra, Delhi and
Hyderabad.
Ms.
T.
Deepamanjuri Devi, Assistant
Professor, Department of Sociology, M.U., Co-Moderator
of the Talk programme has introduced the speaker of
today’s programme, Dr.
Rupam Choudhury and thereafter the programme has been
conducted by Prof. N. Mohilal
Meitei, Moderator of the Virtual National Talks of the day.
At the very outset, Dr.

Rupam Choudhury, speaker of
the day mentioned that like
Covid-19, Diabetes itself is a
pandemic. He started the presentation with the presentation of the data regarding
number of adults with diabetes worldwide as well as
prevalence of diabetes mellitus in rural and urban population in India. He has shared
that diabetes is no longer a
disease of only the older
adults, but it is present among
the younger age also. He is
also of the observation that in
these modern days, there are
1 or 2 diabetes in every family.
Diabetes prevalence is much
higher in the urban areas than
the rural areas. IDF estimates
that there are 72.9 million
people with diabetes in India
in 2017 with almost 35.5 million people in India with diabetes being unaware of their
diabetic status. He has explained about various types of
Diabetes, causes, signs and

symptoms and complications.
He has observed that 90% of
people with Type 2 Diabetes
are overweight or obese. Dr.
Rupam Choudhury has also
discussed about Black Fungus and mentioned that it occurs in approximately 50% of
the cases in individuals with
Diabetes Mellitus.
With special regards to the
present Pandemic of Covid19, he has expressed that diabetes reduces the immune response. So, people with DM
should take maximum care. A
Diabetic individual should
take the Covid vaccine but
before vaccination, sugar
level should be controlled.
Both the available vaccines –
Covaxin and Covishield can
be taken. If a Diabetic individual get infected with
Covid-19, in order to control
sugar level, Insulin should be
given instead of oral sugar
controlling tablets. It has been
advised to check the sugar
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level 6 times a day – before
and after Breakfast, before
and after Lunch and before
and after Dinner or can be
done in three days time with
first day checking before and
after Breakfast and so on.
Even after recovery from Covid19, diabetes may face severe
weakness for 1-2 months. Too
much intake of carbohydrates
in our food should be reduced.
Diet, exercise, inner transformation and medical supports are
the success mantra for diabetes. Minimum 30 minutes of
moderate exercise for 5 days a
week can keep your diabetes
under control.
The first Virtual Series of
National Talks has been concluded with question-answer
session and vote of thanks
from Dr. Laishram Santosh
Singh, Convenor. He also requested all the participants to
take part in the next session
to be held on 28th May, 2021
at 11am.

Voice of Imphal Times

Has our CM unofficially
advice Health Department
authority to slow down
Covid-19 vaccination drive

IT Desk
Imphal Times have full trust to the Prime Minister of
India, Chief Minister of India and other medical experts who
are taking up all measures to ensure that Coronavirus which
has been causing COVID -19 pandemic is being swept away
from the soil of the country.
For thirteen days , this newspaper (Imphal Times) have
been bringing up the issue about the failed vaccination
programme being underway in the state and the Chief Minister who is also in charge of the health department remain
ignored to what has been happening and naturally section
of people have started questioning if the Chief Minister N.
Biren Singh had given unofficial directives to the health
department to slow down the vaccination drive. This is being stated in view of the Covid-19 vaccination being conducted in the state.
There are multiple strategies being taken up in the country to fight the COVID-19 pandemic. Increase of Hospital
beds fir COVID-19 patient treatment procuring of medical
oxygen from wherever possible, besides installations of
Oxygen generation plants across the country and ensuring
of people to jab Covid-19 vaccines, assurance of food to
those people living under poverty line by ensuring 5 Kg rice
each for people holding BPL or AAY or NFSA card holders
, besides , transferring of financial assistance to the account
of the farmers under PMGKY . And also increase of the
manpower in the health care sectors. These strategies have
been announced by the center and the State government is
trying all efforts base on the initiative of the Prime Minister
to almost all states across the country particularly in the
state of Manipur.
Since May 10, this year, when the pandemic is on the
rise killing at least 2 digit number of patient everyday and
positivity rate rise with three digit number, Imphal Times
has been reporting about the slow pace of vaccination drive
being underway in the state. All that has been announced
by the Prime Minister and the Chief Minister of Manipur in
Particular could have appreciated if the announcements
made by the Prime Minister of India that are to be implemented by the state government are converted into action
with full dedications and sincerity.
Those who are keeping close watch to the activities of
the Chief Minister N. Biren Singh in connection with the
kind of effort he is putting for his fellow citizens, have every
reason to appreciate him. His tireless effort to stay connected with people affected by the virus and actions being
taken up after listening to the grievances of those in need of
care has been appreciated by all. But to the eyes of someone
who have six senses, the Chief Minister N. Biren Singh seems
to be working with emotions and sentiments and not at professional level.
He (N. Biren Singh) had earlier stated that vaccination is
the only alternative to stay safe and protected from the attack of the Covid-19 attack. However, till today no proper
strategy to vaccinate those in need if not all the citizens has
been seen prepared.
Most of the medical experts say that increase in the hospital infrastructures and preparation of ventilators and medical oxygen cylinders are a much but in view of the rising
cases of Covid-19 positive, more important measures needed
at this hour is containment of the virus by breaking the
chain. This perhaps. And in addition to this mass vaccination of the Covid-19 vaccine is perhaps the only left alternatives to safe the people.

Common man donates in the
name of his mother for
Journalists during hard times
IT News
Imphal, May 25:
A common man, who is living a simple life by performing
his duty to support his family
today donated a sum of Rs.
5,000 (Five Thousand) to the
All Manipur Working
Jornalists’ Union to help the
fraternity at time of needs

while covering report during
Covid -19 pandemic.
Potshangbam Santosh
donated the amount in the
name of his mother P
Seityabati Devi of Singjamei
Chingamakha Kongkham
Leirak. He is the first common
man to donate monetary assistant to AMWJU to support
journalist during COVID-19
pandemic.
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What kind of test
Buddha’s words show
(assessment) is there the light of endurance
to test the aptitude of
and peace in testing
the students?
times…
A test or exam (informal assessment) is intended to
measure the test taker’s knowledge, skills, abilities,
physical fitness or any other analytics classification
(for example, belief).
Students take the exam at Mahatma Gandhi Seva
Ashram, Joura, India.
Cambodian students take an exam in 2008 to apply
for the Don Bosco Technical School in Sionokville.
In a computer-based class, American students take
By: Vijay GarG computer-based tests.
A test can be performed on a computer, or in a predefined area in which the test taker is required to demonstrate a set of skills or
abilities. Tests vary in style, rigor and requirements. For example, in a closed
book test, a test taker usually has to rely on memory to answer specific questions whereas in an open book test, a test taker has to rely on one or more
complementary tools such as a Can use reference book or calculator. A test
can be done formally or informally. An example of an informal test would be a
reading test for a child to follow by parents. A formal exam is conducted by a
teacher in a classroom or IQ. Test conducted by a psychologist in the clinic.
Normal tests result in a grade or test score. A test score can be interpreted in
terms of norms or criteria, or sometimes both. [2]
The norm can be established independently, or by statistical analysis of a
large number of participants. An exam is meant to test a child’s knowledge or to
give them time to revise the subject.
A certified test is any test that is uniformly administered and recorded to
ensure legal commitment.
Standardized tests are often used in education, professional certification,
psychology (for example, MMPI), military and many other fields.
A non-standardized test is usually flexible in scope and format, difficult and
variable in importance. Because these tests are usually developed by an individual instructor, the format and difficulty of these tests may not be widely
adopted or used by other instructors or organizations. A non-standard test
can be used to determine a student’s level of proficiency to motivate students
to teach and provide feedback to students. In some cases, a teacher may
develop uncertified exams that are similar in scope, format, and difficulty to the
exam in order to prepare their students for the upcoming exam. Finally, the
frequency and setting by which a non-standard test is performed are highly
variable and are usually restricted by the duration of the class. A class instructor, for example, may take a test on a weekly basis or just twice a semester.
Depending on the instructor’s or institution’s policy, each test may last only
five minutes for the duration of the entire class.
Among the variations of non-standardized tests, standard tests are widely
used, determined in terms of scope, difficulty and format, and are generally
significant in results. Standardized tests are usually conducted on specific
dates set by the test developer, educational institution or governing body,
which may or may not be employed by instructors in the classroom, or may be
limited due to classroom duration. Are Although there may be some variation
between different copies of the same type of certified test, there are differences
between different types of certified tests.
Any test with significant results for an individual test taker is known as a
high-stack test.
A test can be developed and administered by an instructor, a medical staff,
a governing body, or a testing provider. In some cases, test developers may
not be directly responsible for their administration. For example, the Educational Testing Service (ETS), a non-profit educational testing and assessment
organization, develops certified exams such as STEEL but cannot be directly
involved in the administration or procturing of these tests. According to the
development and administration of educational tests, the basic and difficulty
levels of the tests are very high in themselves and there is no general consensus or irregularity for the test formats and difficulties. Often, the format and
difficulty of the test depends on the instructor’s educational philosophy, content, class size, educational institution policy and certification, or the needs of
the governing body. Generally, tests developed and administered by individual instructors are non-standard while tests created by testing organizations are standardized.

More than 21.89 crore vaccine
doses provided to States/UTs
PIB
New Delhi, May 25:
As part of the nationwide vaccination drive, Government of India has
been supporting the States and UTs
by providing them COVID Vaccines
free of cost. In addition, the Govt. of
India has also been facilitating direct
procurement of vaccines by the
States/UTs. Vaccination is an integral
pillar of the comprehensive strategy
of Government of India for containment and management of the pandemic, along with Test, Track, Treat
and COVID Appropriate Behaviour.
Implementation of the Liberalized
and Accelerated Phase-3 Strategy of
Covid-19 Vaccination has started from
1st May 2021.
Under the Strategy, in every
month 50% of the total Central Drugs
Laboratory (CDL) cleared vaccine

doses of any manufacturer would be
procured by Govt. of India. It would
continue to make these doses available to the State Govts totally free of
cost as was being done earlier.
Government of India has so far
provided, both through the free of
cost category and through direct state
procurement category, more than
21.89 crore vaccine doses
(21,89,69,250) to States/UTs.
Of
this,
the
total
consumption,including wastages is
19,93,39,750 doses (as per data available at 8 AM today).
More than 1.77 crore COVID Vaccine doses (1,77,67,850) are still available with the States/UTs to be administered.
Furthermore, 7 lakh (7,00,000) vaccine doses are in the pipeline and will
be received by the States/UTs within
the next 3 days.

Letters, Feedback and Suggestions to ‘Imphal Times’
can be sent to our e-mail : imphaltimes@gmail.com. For advertisement
kindy contact: - 0385-3590330 (O). For time being readers can reach the
office at Cell Phone No. 9862860745 for any purpose.

By: Prahlad Singh Patel

Heartiest greetings to all countrymen on Buddha Purnima .. !!
Whenever Gautam Buddha’s name comes to my mind, I am reminded of an interesting story. The story goes - One day Buddha
was interacting with his disciples. Suddenly in the midst of it, an
angry man came and started using bad language against him. The
man continued to do so for quite some time. All of Buddha’s disciples were furious with the man but Buddha told them to remain
quiet. After a while, the man grew tired of shouting and came to
Buddha and said “I have been abusing for quite some time now but
you haven’t reacted to it at all.” Buddha, in his calm voice replied,
“If you have something that you want to give to me but I refuse to
take it, who will it be left with?” “It will be left with me,” replied the
man. Then Buddha said, “See in the same way you kept using bad
words against me but I didn’t react, hence where are your words?”
The man replied “They remain with me.” Inspired by Buddha’s
wisdom, the man fell at Buddha’s feet. The young man understood,
clasped his hands together and slowly bowed to the Buddha. Clearly,
the man had learned a valuable lesson that day.
This was the power of Buddha. This is the essence of his wisdom: Forgiveness! Sobriety! Renunciation !. I think these virtues
are most needed in the current times. Today is Buddha Purnima. It
is the time to remember his message and teachings. The Modi government is observing it as ‘Vaisakh: 2565th International Buddha
Purnima Day’. I think Buddha is very relevant with his inspiring life
and teachings in such a difficult time. His ideal life, his philosophy
can show us the way as to how to ride out calamity and difficult
times. It helps us to meet the challenges bravely. The Corona pandemic has forced us to return to several basic tenets of our great
culture.
It has reinforced that the principles and ideal life that we have
talked about for centuries, the morals and values that we have tried
to establish in our lives, are timeless. Their relevance in adversity
has been established over and over again and will continue to do
so in the future as well.
The contribution of Gautam Buddha to the human values that
we have adopted in our lives, and passed down from generation to
generation, is invaluable and priceless. We are moved by compassion towards those suffering, towards animals and birds, towards
those who are helpless, and have empathy for one and all. We owe
all this and much more to the invaluable teachings of Gautam Buddha.
Through this very simple sentence, ‘Trishna(craving) is at the
root of every sorrow’, Buddha has captured the greatest agony of
our lives, has unravelled the greatest cause of human suffering. If
we look at all the sufferings and sorrows of life, one will find the
same root cause - ‘Trishna or Greed’. Since childhood, Gautam Buddha was lost in search of explanation to such questions, for which
even saints and seers did not have answers.
He was clear that the real joy of life lies in sharing. Sacrifice
takes us on the journey of happiness. Seeing the suffering all
around him, he renounced his princely life and went in search of
truth. Renouncing family and majestic splendour is not easy. But
he did it and set an example by doing so. He remained tireless in his
search for truth. Gautam Buddha gave the message ‘Atmadipo
Bhavah’, that is, ‘Be a light unto yourself’ or conquering oneself
is the biggest victory. This pearl of wisdom can bring peace to an
individual even when surrounded by adversity.
Buddha, the propounder of Buddhism , was born on Vesak
Purnima, so it is also known as Buddha Purnima. It is celebrated
not only in our country but also in many countries including Japan, Korea, China, Nepal, Singapore, Vietnam, Thailand, Cambodia, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Indonesia.
The Ministry of Culture and Archaeological Survey of India
have done a tremendous amount of work for the preservation of
the Buddhist pilgrimage sites of our country like Bodh Gaya,
Sarnath, Kushinagar and Sanchi. These places attract Buddhist
followers from all over the world. Apart from the teachings of Buddha, one can also see the architectural beauty of these monuments.
In a nutshell ,if we imbibe the teachings and wisdom of Buddha
in our lives , then we shall contribute not only to establishment of
a great country and a great world but also help create a great
human being with values of the highest order. Once again, congratulations to all of you on Buddha Purnima ..!
(Shri Prahlad Singh Patel is Minister for Culture & Tourism
in Government of India)
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Sirui Lily

A deeply loved flower symbol
endowed with the delicate yet
resilient feminine

A beautiful tale from Tangkhul folklore on
the iconic Sirui Lily,which comprises in the compilation of Manipuri Folk Songs by Lourembam
Bedabati titled, Khunnung Eshei
Nachom,epitomizes the mother-daughter bond.
The damsel abides by the mother’s wish sacrificing her heart’s longings. The charming lily
blooms in the collective memory of the tribe. Yet
again in this song too one can find love of Nature going beyond the worldly understanding
of collective consciousness and soaring for the
Divine. A deeply loved flower symbol endowed
with the delicate yet resilient feminine.

By: Aheibam Anita
Freelance Media Communicator and translator

Original Manipuri Text

English Translation

Poirei lamdam lamnungsi
Awang Nongpok chingnungsi
Loibi chingi chingmaini
Leichinna pomai tuba lam
Pamelna tomthin houba lam
Enungba numidangwairamda
Cheklana sangu sangu maktabu paibadi
Yengbagi mitpham hongningde.

The beloved land of Manipur
The beloved mountains of North East
There on the hill slopes
The place where layers and layers of
clouds are sewn
The place where mighty trees grow in
solitude
At the dusk when the sun sets
Flocks and flocks of birds do fly
Spellbinding is the view.

Loibi chingdi chingnungsi
Thenglaba numidang ahingda
Lamjao khambi meichakpa
Khoimugi thamoi laangba ching
Nujagi pukning huba lamni
Loibi madi chingnungkhok
Chothe Thangmai Pakhangbana
Konba lamdi lammungsi.
Numu taibang malang panbana taibang
punsi
Loiraklaba matamda
Pakhang chamana haalaga
Nura chamana ngainaching
Nura chamana haalaga
Pakhang chamana ngainaching
Hei…..Hei…..Hei…..
Ashibana chatli haidana
Ashi mingthang louduna
Sirui chingbu mingtholi.

The lovely mountains
When late into the night so deep
The flames of fire wild rose high up
Excite the hearts of many a lad
Steal the hearts of many a lass
The high ranges
Lord Chothe Thangmai Pakhangba
The deity guardians this land beloved
The mortals ...at the end of their days
of this worldly life
At that time ……
If hundreds lovers die earlier
Hundreds beloved are awaited
Here at this mountain
Hei …….. Hei…….. Hei……..
That the dead walks on them
Taking the word ‘Asi’
Sirui Ching was thus called by the name.

Sirui chingi napomda
Tomthil saatpi shingel o
Lairang magi palemdi
Ching napom nganbi
Kouba lokmai henbini
Palem eerok leimani

There on the slopes of Sirui Ching
Blooming solely by yourself beloved
flower oh!
The mother of these flowers
The glowing Slopes
The charming surface to waterfalls so
clear
The Mistress of all the brooks

Palem mama ebemana eemagi laanglen
nungsibi
Meitei tamda ongkhinuko
Palem emagi Loibi chingda
Leiminasi ko langlen o ….

Spoke the loving mother
Dear daughter of mine
Marry not to the Meiteis
With your Mother in the hills
Let’s live together fair daughter oh!

Palem gi yathang ellabi
Singel nungdi leinungsi
Leiraang mau taabadi
Salloi libu manbi lei
Leirangi leina taabadi
Ningolgi phisa tem maanbi lei.
Leiranga na phugaina satlaga
Laija tharo manbi lei
Leirang mana pomlingei
Likongi tharak manbi lei
Korou meisa langduna
Numidang likla khangduna
Leirang nadom satpabu
Thaomei meira henbao
Nongpok chingkhei lalumba
Nasabi mabu ngaibara

Abiding by the Mother’s order
Oh ye flower beloved
The stalk of the flower
Resembles the cane
The petals of the flower
Looks like tem… weaving tool of the
woman folk
When in full bloom
The lily on clear water you seem to be
When a bud, you look a cowrie shell.
The sun’s heat you bore
The night’s cold dew you with stood

Haada leirang leinungsi
Chingi napomda satpi lei
Unbi pukning nungollei
Singel natou ubada
Laija tharo mingtholou
Loibi kolloina maangda thang
Tharo kolloina tungda in.
Leirang magi koloidi
Leikang tharo koloine
Sirui timra raoyanna
Sirui chingjaoda saatchri
Leichil pakna waanglaba
Sirui chingmai chingdonna
Magi amata ngaraba mayumni
Meina wai taangna sum mirol
Linarakliba wari amada yelhoungeida
apam
Nungsi waithungnakhidrabi Loibi
chanu amagi
Thawaigi saiyonni haineido
Loibi pamda ongbi lei
Malemda ani sudabi
Sirui chingi leiteng lei
Poirei sinna khangbi lei.
Chinthang yeina saknari
Khontang yeina taanari
Mapam lamdam ningjabi
Sirui chingda nganjabi
Poirei taba khibikna
Sirui lily koloibi
Kumja khuding leptana
Leiraang leisaat tamuko
Mapui thougal phanguko
Ha leirang leinungsi.

In solitude you bloom
Glowing like a flame in the dark
Nongpok Cheingkhei-Lallumba
Your precious lover you await?
Oh! Beloved flower
Blooming there on the hill slopes
Enthralling the hearts all around
Seeing your mesmerizing ways flower
oh!
From the lily of waters the name derived
Preceded by the name of the hill
Followed by the name ‘tharo ’
The name of the flower
‘Leikang tharo’ it is called.
Sirui Timra Raoyaana
There on the mighty Sirui blooms she
Touching the cloud- laden sky
The Sirui slopes and the peak
Her only home and habitat.
Since days of yore for generations a
tale of love
Unfulfilled and woeful of a highland
lass
Said to have reincarnated into this floral life
Singular in this world
Beauty of the Sirui hills
A flower known in all the directions.
Sung from mouth- to- mouth
Echoing through sound and heard.
Devout of her native place
Shining on the Sirui hills
Every season without a pause
Blooming fully like you do
May you serve the divine Master.
Haa flower beloved.
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